
A l l  S a i n t s ’  C E ( A )  

F i r s t  S c h o o l  

Things to Note. . .  

PE will be outdoor on Thursday and indoor or outdoor 

(weather permitting) on Wednesday.  

We ask that all children have a named water bottle in 

class, The children will take this home each day to be 

washed and filled with fresh water so that children 

can drink little and often throughout every school day.   

Homework—Maths and Spellings sent home on Friday.  

Spellings will be tested on Thursdays.   

Reading books are changed on Tuesday and Friday. 

Dates for your diary… 

We will be visiting The Brampton for a Seaside 

themed workshop.  This trip will take place on 30th 

September and costs £5.50. 

Parents Evening  

Learning Platform Launch for parents 

Mrs Marson 

Things to Note. . .  

PE will be outdoor on Thursday and indoor or outdoor 

(weather permitting) on Wednesday.  

We ask that all children have a named water bottle in 

class, The children will take this home each day to be 

washed and filled with fresh water so that children 

can drink little and often throughout every school day.   

Homework—Maths and Spellings sent home on Friday.  

Spellings will be tested on Thursdays.   

Reading books are changed on Tuesday and Friday. 

Dates for your diary… 

We will be visiting The Brampton for a Seaside 

themed workshop.  This trip will take place on 30th 

September and costs £5.50. 

Parents Evening  

Learning Platform Launch for parents 

Things to Note. . .  
PE is on Tuesdays and Thursdays. 

Please make sure PE kit is in school and 

that all items are clearly named.  

We ask that all children have a named 

water bottle in class. The children may 

leave this in school and will be able to fill 

with fresh water each morning so they 

can drink little and often throughout  

every school day.   

Homework: will be given out every    

Friday and needs to be handed in the   

following Wednesday. Children need to 

choose one activity per week from the 

homework grid.   

Reading: Children need to bring their 

reading logs in to be signed on Mondays 

and Thursdays. They may change their 

home reading book any day they wish.  

School library books can be changed  

every Wednesday.   

 

School Bags 

We are asking that children bring in a school 

book bag rather than a backpack due to very 

limited space in the KS2 cloakrooms.  

Other Subject Areas 
 

Our topic for the first half term is ‘Our        
Wonderful World’ and we will be learning 
about different geography themes each week; 
mountains, oceans, cities and rainforests to 
name a few! After half term we will move on to 
local history and Emma Bridgewater.  

PE will focus on Health Related Exercise for the 
first half term.  The children will learn about 
the benefits exercise has on our bodies. Then, 
we will be learning tennis.  

In ICT we will be continuing to learn how to 
code. We will also look at creating PowerPoints 
including hyperlinks.  

In Science we will be covering the topic of Light 
and then Plants.  

In Art we will be looking at the work of Emma 
Bridgewater. We will try to replicate some of 
her patterns and styles in our own work. In   
Design and Technology we will be designing 
and making a celebration cake.  

In Music children will be working with Mrs Cliffe 
on Thursday afternoons.  They will be learning 
how to play the recorder. It is helpful if they 
have their own recorder.  

The children will continue to learn French. We 
will carry on learning conversational French 
and even learn some French songs!  

 

Year 3 
Curriculum Leaflet 

In Brief ... 



    What are we learning? Things I could do at home to support my child’s learning. 
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  We will be reading playscripts and then learn how to 

write our own. 

We will look at using poetry in performance by using 

expression in our voices and the use of language 

play.  

In the second half of the Summer term we will be 

writing reports and recounts.  

Look for a range of playscripts online to read with your child. Maybe come up with 

your own playscript to perform at home! 

Read poetry as well as home reading/library books. There is a selection of poetry 
online at: http://www.fizzyfunnyfuzzy.com/      

 

Encourage your children to write about a day out or an event they have attended. 

This could simply be about what they did at the weekend. Ask them to read it aloud 

to you to check it makes sense. Encourage use of full stops to end sentences. Look 

on child-friendly news websites such as Newsround to read recounts and reports 

about current events.  
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  We will be looking at geometry including symmetry, 

reflection, angles and properties of shapes.   

We will look at fractions of shapes and of quantities. 

We will find equivalent fractions and begin to add 

fractions together in a practical way.  

We will learn how to tell the time on a digital clock.  

In Big Maths we will be learning our times tables (7s, 

8s and 9s). We will continue learning doubling facts, 

halving facts and pairs which make 100.  

We will continue to consolidate the written methods 

for all 4 mathematical operations (addition, 

subtraction, division and multiplication) 

Cut out some different shapes. Fold them, cut them etc to show lines of symmetry. 

Buy your child a protractor or make an angle eater to measure angles around the 

home.  

Use fractions in a real-life context: half of a pizza, a quarter of a cake etc.  

Help your child by referring to the time around the home in a digital format—eg 

oven, mobile phone, tv etc 

Help your child to learn their times tables by chanting, singing or using a variety of 

websites which have times table games.  

 

Challenge your child to show you/teach you the method they have learnt! This is a 

great way for children to secure their understanding of a method.  

 R
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  In Religious Education we will be learning about  

the Easter season in more detail.   

We will learn about Pentecost and the Eucharist.  

We will continue with Catechesis sessions during 

school time to prepare for the Sacrament of 

Reconciliation.  

Read the Wednesday Word with your child. 

 

Download or search for Bible story animations as an app or on an internet site. 

 

Allow children to create a special ‘prayer area’ in your home (in their bedroom for 

example) where they can offer special prayers or sit and have time to reflect.  

 

Start to prepare your children for the Sacrament of Reconciliation by talking to them 

about sins and the great gift of forgiveness.  Ask them what they have learnt in our 

catechesis sessions in school.  
 
 


